Spiritual Chains
Houston Vicinity – Texas
SEERSGATE SAYS:
The servant was given a major detail previously, to go to another church building to be
a detail the King would be able to use in His service. Praise be to the Great King for His
grace and mercy! It was the first Sunday given for me in attending; there were no ways
given in the past to visit this church building. In all things, it is difficult to attend a new
church, even if just for work purposes. That’s how I viewed going to this church way, for
it wasn’t Yahweh’s plan to make it a house to stay under, in joining details.
At this church way, the culture was different under a certain way of presentation in all
parts. There were not many people who were in a certain dress above the casual look,
and it did not bother me in that detail. The servant has learned what is most important:
to bring no attention to your looks that takes away from God being first.
My dress in appearance was a business look, with beautiful red lipstick. I mention my
lipstick on purpose, for many women are placed in lower categories of spiritual cleanness
if they wear red lipstick. Power will not flow if you are covered from head to toe, with
only your eyes showing. Power will flow when your body is used by the true Power Source,
the Great Way.
When in this church building, the lady who moved in serving as a greeter was pure in
vision, where love flowed from her spirit. I was able to drink her sincerity, and there
moved no ill will in her plan in presenting us to her church way. The person who opens
the church way has a great place in serving. Greeters should be seen as a “face” to their
church gathering, where love should be the main way they reach thirsty people.
There is a major opportunity for a powerful transfer of God’s power when ushers and
greeters touch others with offering plates and booklets of church details. These people
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who give service to the Great King in these positions are priceless to the Kingdom work
and should look at their ways in service as highest.
The battle rages on. The witches and others that move in the occult could be transferring
demons into people. But the ushers who pray and seek God’s face can truly walk in a
level of great authority if they love and give out love in the Great King. Power comes into
action with deep submission in Kingdom authority, for submission is the opposite of
Satan’s nature, which includes rebelling to get selfish gain.
Back to this detail: I was in the worship part of the service, and God had a detail for me
to drink that day. Some people raised their hands, and some people did not but
worshipped within their spirit. But what the King willed to show me was not the look of
what was taking place: That was deceptive, looking for outward appearance, gauging a
person’s way of worship; for true worship is in spirit and truth.
How did God have the servant drink the true detail in this worship setting? He told me to
look at the people. I looked in the spirit realm and saw a different view.
With all the praise and worship, with all the tears and raising hands, with all the clapping
and singing, there was deep bondage in this church gathering. The worship had a coating
to appear to move in power: people looked as if they were being touched. There is no ill
way in saying this detail, for surely, the servant could not see in the spirit realm without
the help of the Great Holy Spirit engaging this detail for a greater purpose.
I was able to see demons hovering over men. Women had chains. Addictions were moving
on people, and worship was moving in complacency.
The service was a religious setting, having no fruit in a spiritual breaking of the darkness.
A heavy burden was made evident. Demons moved through the church building with
chains of great weight, holding the people in religious bondage. The chains were heavy.
Human weight in church work would not be able to have this church set free.
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But the Great Way did not leave it this way, praise Him! God came and told me to speak
a very specific prayer into the atmosphere to break what the devil placed in their way.
You have to know that prayers have major power when the person prays in agreement
with the will in King Jesus. Words pushed by Yahweh have the power to destroy or build
up.
With this prayer, the angels came and started to dissolve the chains that held the people
in great bondage. I saw something amazing take place: The ceiling opened to allow a
spiritual fire to flow in this place and brought a way to shift what was moving in the
building in spiritual details. When I saw this, I was amazed at how much was taking place.
God told me the prayer spoken moved in the church building, giving the people the new
way of worship. The breakthrough came when power from Heaven brought shifts into
the church house. Demons were removed and were leaving in droves.
Power shall be seen in church buildings when God’s people move in dealing with spiritual
details with true weapons, with clean hands, with pure ways with the Great Way King
Jesus.
Here is a very important part to note in this detail: If most churches fear dealing with
demons or the spirit realm, how can any plan be given to teaching these churches this
way? People must have a way to see that the King’s Heaven is not seen by natural ways,
with natural vision. That is truly why the Kingdom must be demonstrated with great
power in the Great Way King Jesus. Listen to the prophets of the Lord and serve Him
through obeying the Great Way in each detail.
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